Sound Beam

High-Performance Sound Module

Integrated Sound Module

• Integrated Stereo Sound System
• 60Hz – 20kHz
• Three Channel Amplifier; Six Speakers
• Built-in Subwoofer

Give your game advanced sound quality with the EGT Sound Beam™ – an integrated sound module
that packs speakers, woofer and sound amplifier into one compact, structural component.

Full, Superior Sound
Unlike many gaming cabinet sound systems requiring multiple individual components, the Sound Beam
produces a consistent frequency output level (from 60Hz – 20kHz) through all six speakers. Casino
players hear the high, low and mid-range frequencies evenly, enhancing their sensory experience.
Game developers can leverage the Sound Beam’s higher-fidelity capabilities with more sophisticated
sound tracks.

More Room
As a single, enclosed unit, Sound Beam includes all the needed stereo components (see details on
reverse). It’s so space-efficient, the unit incorporates an equivalent 5 ¼” woofer in 2” of space.
More room in potentially crowded gaming cabinets mean more space for other internal components,
such as larger CPUs.
The EGT Sound Beam is available for all EGT cabinets, and is also available separately.
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Integrated Stereo Programmable EQ Exceptional Near-Field Imaging

Sound Beam’s audiophile-quality specifications will add a new dimension of sound to your next game:
• Single enclosure, integrated stereo system
o

60 Hz – 20 kHz range

o

Custom driver array layout

o

Exceptional near-field imaging

o

Unique enclosure damping system

o

Sleek industrial design

o

Built in subwoofer

o

Equivalent 5 ¼” woofer in 2” space

• Six speakers
o

Composite carbon fiber laminate diaphragm

o

Rubber surround

o

Neodymium magnet motor

o

Enclosed mid drivers – eliminates modulation

o

Ultra-wide vertical dispersion

o

Low cabinet edge diffraction

Dimensions: 2.28” x 4” D

• High-efficiency, Class D amplifier
o

Automatic crossover for subwoofer

o

Automatic bass management

o

2 channel input, 3 channel out

o

Programmable EQ for tonal balance

o

Programmable HF shelf for tone control

o

Adjustable low frequency level control

About Elite Gaming Technology
Elite Gaming Technology – an ELITE Corporation company – is a leading designer and manufacturer
of premium slot cabinets and advanced gaming components for Class II, Class III, VLT and other
regulated game manufacturers worldwide. With a management team comprised of experienced
gaming professionals and a design team that includes mechanical, electrical, and systems engineers,
Elite Gaming Technology is the partner of choice for success. Its services include innovative cabinet
designs; custom branding and configuration solutions; electrical and mechanical engineering; cost
reduction engineering; photo-realistic renderings; prototype development and full-scale production.
For more information, visit www.elitegamingtech.com.
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